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MUSINGS 
The Economic Ground We Stand On 
by Marjorie Kelly 
In the wake of the market crash, the economic ground beneath our feet proved 
surprisingly solid. Seeing crisis as a catalyst for growth. 

NOTEBOOK 
A new think tank promoting socially responsible economics ... destruction as a 
necessary prerequisite to growth ... the executive toy department ... 
corporations teaming up with the schools. 

CORPORATE ETHICS CONSULTING 
The State of the Art 
A conversation with Kirk Hanson 
The leading ethics consultant discusses whether the field will survive the market 
crash, and the revolution underway in the corporate approach to ethics. 

ARCHANGEL 
A short story 
by John Updike 
A gem of a story, to pass from hand to hand like a family heirloom. A holiday 
gift to you from Business Ethics. 

THE EMPOWERED CORPORATION 
An emerging prototype of the new metanoic organization 
by Marjorie Kelly 
Metanoic means "a fundamental shift of mind," and the shift is from believing 
our organizations are at the mercy of circumstance to believing we can shape our 
destiny. 

NOT BUSINESS AS USUAL 
An intriguing new test to match employees with jobs, guaranteed to work. What 
now for social investing, after the crash) 

BOOKEND 
Soul and Money 
by Russell A. Lockhart 
On the magical quality inherent in money, the relation between money and fate, 
the prophesies money brings us, and a haunting dream about money and wealth. 

Marjorie Kelly: Editor and Publisher 
Patrick JB Flynn: Design and Production 
Bradley Kelly: Editorial Assistant 
Assistance was also provided by Miriam Kniaz. 
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